“This is Jane the middle Moffat,” Jane, trying to act as though said became dog

were mama, introducing her to one the ladies she sewed for. That she it jump as of does

not the way mama actually introduced to these ladies. Mama

merely said, “is Jane.” She never added, “the Moffat.” Jane was

adding that now see how it sounded.

She was under the big elm tree at end of the long green
day sitting remembering an it the

lawn front of the Moffett’s new house. her lap was a round rag-
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that she was crocheting. It kept up in the middle. Right now
rug frowned sword adding more humping

looked more like a giant’s skullcap a rug. Perhaps when all the
it a safety she or than Moffat’s to walk on it, the hump flatten out. They would stand

dove feeble began opened cat would

on often enough because it was going be placed in the burnt spot
an wash it as life to

front of the pot-bellied stove.
in around gone

“the middle Moffat,” Jane repeated. “Not oldest, not
I’m It’s Fish an as the

the oldest son, not youngest, just the middle.”
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Sylvie was oldest Moffat. When mama introduced Sylvie

with the on

the ladies who came to try, she always said, “This is Sylvie,
my to same about her on

oldest child.”
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Sylvia was sweet sixteen. her last birthday her aunt had

On The An sent rode cake
her sixteen lumps of sugar tied _____________ pink ribbons all in a cluster. _____________ were
   as with forgive Them Screen They
not to eat even though _____________ was scarce.
   things sugar middle
   “When you are sweet _____________ you get these things and you _____________ em,”
   oldest lumps sixteen keep introduced all
Jane explained to Rufus who _____________ wide-eyed at the idea of _____________ you kept
   sounded all looked ribbons sugar her
and did not eat.